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Peer Review Methodology

DAC Meeting, 2 and 16 October 2008

Summary record

1. The agenda for the 2 October meeting was not covered during that session and a resumed session took place on 16 October. This summary record covers the combined outcomes of these two sessions.


2. The agendas were adopted, with the agreement to include under item 2 of the agenda of the 2 October session a request from the United Kingdom for a discussion on how the commitments of the Accra Agenda for Action (paragraph 24) will be further taken into account in peer reviews. It was agreed on 16 October to discuss this issue further at the next methodology meeting in early 2009.

2. **Adoption of the revised version of the Content Guide**

3. On 2 October, the Secretariat informed the Committee that the revised Content Guide should be used for the 2009-10 biennium and gave a short overview of the main changes to the structure of the Content Guide, with two main points:
   
   - Most of the text has not changed from the original Content Guide. The text was, however, edited and some questions were regrouped for greater clarity, like those related to NGOs in chapter 3 and 4. Questions on Fragile States, originally in chapter six as a special issue, have been integrated into relevant chapters throughout the document. The list of reference in the boxes at the beginning of each chapter have been updated.

   - Three changes to the Content Guide include: (i) integration of the AAA in every chapter and more room in the field level questions for feedback from partner countries; (ii) new questions on regional and decentralised co-operation in relevant chapters; and (iii) new questions on policy coherence for development taken from the Synthesis Report on Policy Coherence for Development (chapter 2).

4. The DAC’s comments covered: (i) general observations on the revised Content Guide; and (ii) specific comments on the new questions in chapters one to six. The Secretariat subsequently prepared a new version, which was approved at the 16 October session. Comment were also made at the 2 October meeting on how the peer review process could contribute further to the implementation of the AAA.

**General observations on the revised Content Guide**

5. The Content Guide is a living document giving the ongoing nature of peer reviews. This new version was seen as a good improvement on the original. The changes (introduction of questions on regional dimension and decentralised co-operation, mainstreaming of fragile states, regrouping NGOs under Chapter 3) were welcomed by the Committee. The Committee however recommended on 2 October that the Paris Declaration and the AAA should be better integrated by including them as reference documents for all relevant chapters and using specific text from AAA commitments.
Specific comments on new questions in chapters one to six

6. The Secretariat noted on 2 October specific suggestions from the Committee, including in which sections the AAA language can be used.

7. On Chapter 2, the Secretariat asked the Committee whether it could agree to the peer review addressing one policy issue to illustrate the effectiveness of the institutional structures and their impact on policy outcomes, and if so, which policy issue it would be. Committee members welcomed the idea of illustrating how the system works with a specific policy area but thought that it would be too difficult to select one policy issue for all reviews and proposed having a menu of options. The Committee would also like to give flexibility to the reviewed country to choose a different topic should the issues on the menu be inappropriate for that country. It was suggested that the policy issues should be trade, environment/climate change, and migration. It was agreed that the Secretariat would communicate to the DAC how it will proceed with Chapter 2 so that it can include new wording on the special policy coherence for development topic in the revised Content Guide.1

8. On Chapter 6 and the special topics for the Biennium 2009-10, it was agreed that capacity development will continue to be a special topic mandatory for all peer reviews. The Committee agreed to adopt the special topics i) agriculture and food security and ii) the environment and climate change - following a short presentation by the Secretariat explaining why the new topics were being proposed. The Committee asked for more specific questions to guide the discussion on these topics.

Approval of the revised version at the 16 October meeting

9. A revised version taking into account these suggestions was subsequently circulated on OLIS on 8 October for further consideration at the resumed session on 16 October. Three main changes were made:

• The Accra Agenda for Action has been mainstreamed further. Questions referring to these commitments were all in bold type in the document to facilitate the review.

• In Chapter 2, an additional question on the choice of topics has been included in line with the discussion at the 2 October meeting and the survey involving the 11 DAC members reviewed in 2009-10.

• In Chapter 6, questions have been included on the two selected special topics, in close cooperation with DCD/POL and DCD/PRG divisions.

10. Other minor changes which were requested by members complemented existing questions (e.g. decentralised co-operation, regional organisations, priority areas for policy coherence for development). Finally, for clarity purposes, the word "agency" was replaced in the text by "reviewed country" or "donor", since some donors do not have an agency, or may have several institutions in charge of development aid.

11. The DAC welcomed the changes made. Several DAC members suggested minor changes (especially with respect to AAA), which will be shared in a written form. In taking them into account, the Secretariat should not overload the Content guide to ensure that it provides useful guidance to the examiners. This calls for strategic focus and balance in the content guide with open, streamlined

1. Between the two sessions, the Secretariat surveyed the 11 members under review in 2009-10, seeking their agreement that the menu of three topics be applied to their review.
questions. Further to a request from Germany to cover 6 policy coherence areas in chapter 2, the DAC decided to maintain the current focus on one topic to be selected out of the three topics mentioned in the Content Guide.

12. The DAC adopted the Content guide, subject to minor changes to be incorporated following a written procedure. Germany and the United Kingdom will confirm their agreement after consulting their headquarters on the selected topics for policy coherence. The Content guide will be the reference for the 2009-2010 peer reviews. However, as Irish peer review is in process, it will be done on the basis of the previous version with regards to the special topics.

The peer review process and the implementation of the AAA commitments

13. Several members suggested that a deeper reflection be undertaken to see how peer reviews could contribute to the AAA commitment on mutual accountability mechanisms (par 24c). The Netherlands proposed a new mechanism complementary to peer reviews, consisting of partner country-based assessment reviews, involving partner country authorities, DAC members active in the country and representatives from DCD. The Netherlands would be willing to finance this work. The United Kingdom emphasised the need to address how the peer review process can contribute to international mutual accountability mechanisms. The discussion showed that, while partner countries’ views need to be better reflected in peer reviews, this should not alter the characteristic of DAC peer reviews - two donor “peers” assess a third donor - which ensures its success. There should therefore be a clear distinction between the role of partner countries in the peer review process and mutual review mechanisms. This calls for further reflection on how DAC peer reviews might feed into a wider system of international mutual accountability. Members also suggested that the Committee needs time to discuss on these issues, which also involve the DAC Reflection Group, the DAC retreat and the Working Party on Aid Effectiveness.

14. In the short term, the Secretariat plans to use field visits better to become more attuned to partner country perspectives on the reviewed country and other donor partners’ performance. These perspectives will be better captured in the field visit report. In parallel, the Chair asked the Secretariat to reflect on ways in which peer reviews can take account of partner countries and complement mechanisms for mutual accountability, and to revert to the DAC with a background paper on where we are today and what could be the options for the future.

3. Press advisory for DAC peer reviews

15. Agreeing on the content and process of DAC peer review press releases has been an issue for a long time. The Secretariat proposed to the DAC a new, simpler, process, which allows meeting the three objectives of: i) a content reflecting the findings and main recommendations of the review; ii) a journalistic style; and iii) a streamlined, transparent process. The proposal is to treat the press release as an integral part of the main findings and recommendations, as was done for the peer review of Luxembourg. The process includes the following steps:

- When drafting the Part 1 report, the Secretariat prepares a summary and places it at the beginning of the report.
- This summary is reviewed and agreed by the examiners, as they review Part 1.
- The content of the summary is also agreed by the communication officer in OECD/PAC, as the press release is sent by PAC.

2 The Netherlands will share the proposal in writing with DAC Members and the Secretariat.
• Being included in Part 1, the summary is seen by all DAC members as part 1 is released on OLIS and discussed during the PR meeting. It may be adjusted at the end of the meeting to reflect the discussions.

• Once approved, the press release is issued, with an added standard paragraph mentioning key references for the media.

16. This standard, professional process, allowing the DAC to ensure consistency and fair treatment across peer reviews, was welcomed and adopted by the DAC.

4. **Follow-up Guidance to DAC peer reviews (DCD/DAC(2008)18)**

17. The Secretariat introduced this item by reminding the Committee of the objectives and previous steps for setting up a follow up process to peer reviews. So far, there is no interim action systematically undertaken between peer reviews, the only requirement for the DAC members being to provide an annual memorandum on the status of their development co-operation system, which is not effective. The Secretariat had submitted a proposal to the DAC at the January 2008 peer review methodology meeting to set up a follow-up process as a way to track changes, results and impact. The proposal was to replace the previous annual memorandum by a reporting system comprising two elements: i) a matrix listing the key recommendations of the PR, to be completed on a regular basis between two peer reviews; ii) a mid-term review, taking the form of a DAC chair’s visit to the HQ and an updated matrix on the previous PR’s recommendations accompanied by a brief narrative. The DAC approved the principle of dropping the need for an annual memorandum and of setting up a new follow up reporting process. The DAC insisted that this be kept as simple as possible. At that time, the Chair asked the Secretariat to move forward in detailing an approach consistent with the DAC views. The Secretariat circulated a revised proposal for endorsement by the DAC3.

18. The discussion confirmed the agreement of setting up a follow-up process involving the two proposed elements. However, the DAC is still divided between some members wanting a mandatory process as a signal to demonstrate the commitment of the DAC to the peer review process and to maintain pressure for greater impact, and others favoring a voluntary approach to follow-up. DAC members also suggested there needs to be flexibility in the timing of mid-term reviews. Most of them said that, for efficiency and substance reasons, completing the matrix one year after the peer review should not be mandatory. All members who have had a mid-term review on a voluntary basis stated that the exercise was valuable and light. This was confirmed by the Chair. One DAC member suggested reflecting further at some point on the way the results of mid-term reviews are communicated.

19. The DAC agreed on the following:

i. The proposed process for following up peer reviews is adopted with the caveat that the matrix should be completed two years after the PR, as part of the preparation for the mid-term review, but only on a voluntary basis after one year.

ii. The process will start in 2009 on a voluntary basis. The five countries reviewed in 2007 (Denmark, European Community, Canada, Spain and Finland) will receive a letter proposing to set up a mid-term review process in the course of the year.

iii. At the methodology meeting in early 2010, the DAC will assess the results and benefits of these mid-term reviews. On this basis, it will decide on how to pursue the follow up process.

---

3. In the meantime, Belgium, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands have asked for a mid-term review on a voluntary basis.
5. DAC peer review learning action plan (DCD/DAC(2008)47)

20. With a view to making greater use of PRs to encourage mutual learning, a first learning action plan covering the biennium 2007-08 had been submitted and endorsed by the DAC in January 2007. The Secretariat presented a summary of the work done to implement the learning action plan and proposed a new plan for the biennium 2009-10.

21. The DAC appreciates efforts made to extract good lessons from peer reviews, making more strategic use of them. Managing aid, the 12 lessons from peer reviews, the synthesis reports on aid effectiveness and on humanitarian assistance were quoted as good examples of useful documents.

22. The DAC expresses the need to be strategic on the choice of topics, with selecting themes responding to a demand and avoiding overlaps with comparative work being conducted in other DCD divisions. The secretariat should ensure that the timing for releasing the reports is appropriate for greater impact. Further consideration should also be given to the audience. The DAC would like to broaden it to include, on the one hand, public outside the development community in DAC countries 4, including to the MCM and, on the other, emerging donors and partner countries.

23. The DAC appreciates and supports the proposed topics for 2009-10, but several members expressed concerns over the possibility to learn on the basis of a too limited number of peer reviews, as is the case for the bi-annual reports on elected special topics. Some members suggested other topics: policy coherence for development, administrative costs and fragile states. On the issue of administrative costs, it appears that nothing can be learned from peer reviews since the lack of consistent statistics does not allow covering this topic. A way to approach this could be to prepare a survey in collaboration with the Working Party on statistics. On fragile states, it was reminded that monitoring of fragile states should now (post Accra) be an integral part of the monitoring of the Paris Declaration. The peer review division will submit a report in early 2009 on this topic, which may be updated at the end of 2010 if there are significant new findings.

24. The Chair concluded that prioritisation will be needed since any additional proposal should be subject to additional resources provided by DAC members. The plan should be reviewed in light of the discussion (especially the strategy to reach communities beyond the DAC). An updated proposal specifying further the audience and timing of the reports will be circulated to the DAC with a view to adoption by a written procedure.

---

4. For instance, climate change is a topic of interest beyond the development community.
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